Skyreach Opens Two New Branches in Sydney
Skyreach, the leading elevating working platform
company on Australia’s east coast, has enhanced its
presence in the Sydney market with two new branches.
The new Skyreach locations are in Brookvale and Kemps
Creek and both are fully operational.

The Brookvale location is the head office for Skyreach in
NSW. This site is well placed to service the central
Sydney market as well as the bourgeoning northern
metropolitan area. At Brookvale there are facilities to
hold excellent stock of Skyreach scissor lifts and boom
lifts, ready for immediate hire and delivery to
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customers.

Access is excellent for semi-trailers to drop off and collect access equipment.
There is also off street parking for customers. The site features excellent wash
down and workshop facilities for product servicing, all of which is under cover.

“We have been in the Sydney market for many years,” said Rod Leech, Managing Director of
Skyreach.

“In line with the growing demands of our Sydney and NSW customer base, we believe that the time
is right to take a higher profile in Sydney with an expanded access fleet and bigger premises to
support the market.”
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“We also recognise that the Sydney market is on the cusp of massive growth. We are about to see
substantial projects which will place heavy demand on infrastructure, the likes of which has not been
seen since the Sydney Olympics.”

The projects include the Birrangaroo development, Holsworthy ADF expansion and Sydney
Convention Centre redevelopment at Darling Harbour.

To best support the Sydney customer base specifically and NSW in general, Rod Leech has appointed
access industry specialist Malcolm Allan to head up the Skyreach NSW operation. Malcolm has
almost 20 years experience in the industry, beginning on the shop floor and working his way through
to senior management roles prior to joining Skyreach.

“In my previous positions I always viewed Skyreach with both envy and admiration,” Malcolm said.

“Skyreach is an impressive operation poised to experience exceptional growth in the NSW market.
The potential is huge. The strength of Skyreach is that we are able to draw on a massive pool of
equipment located in both Brisbane and Melbourne. When needed, we can bring in equipment
overnight on our own truck fleet.”

Every unit of equipment in the Skyreach organisation is available to our Sydney customers.
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